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SUMMARY
Tables are presented based on the Lennard-Jones 6-I-2 potential for
nonpolar molecules to be used in the representation of second and third
virial coefficients and equation-of-state corrections for enthalpy,
entropy, specific heats at constant volume and at constit pressure, the
ratio of specific heats, the isentropic expansion coefficient, and the
velocity of sound. The treatment for effects involving three molecules
jointly uses an empirical adjustment.of the Lennard-Jones force param-
eters within a cluster of three independently of the value for an iso-
lated pair. A graphical correlation of ratios of these parameters with
the critical constants is also shown which permits better estimates for
compact nonpolar molecules with lmown critical constantsbut with limited
data of state.
INTRODUCTION .
The thermodynamic properties of real.gases’at pressures near atmos-
pheric differ from those of the corresponding ideal gases. The differ-
ence is not, in general, large, but it is appreciable when careful
experimental work has been performed and should be taken into account
when observed gas properties are to be compared with those theoretically
calculated from spectroscopic data. For example, qertiental determi-
nations of the specific heat, or of the velocity of sound, are often
used to derive values of ho, the ideal-gas specific heat. The real-
gas corrections CP - Cpo are, in general, calculated from some equation
of state, one derived either from actual measurements of the pressure
dependence of the properties in question or from compressibilitymeasure-
ments; alternatively, especially in the case of may substances which
liquefy readily and whose vapors are hence not stable over a wide pres-
swe -r~gej so that such data are bcking, a llreducedllor general equa-
tion of state is used, whose specific constants are derived from the
critical data of the substance or from the boiling point. The Berthelot
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very often used for this purpose. However, this equation is lacking
general theoretical significance (ref. 1).
Statistical mechanics indicates that a correct theoretical form for




nonreacting gas at moderate pressures is
[B(T)/~ + [C(T)/V2] (2) .
where P is the pressure; V, the molar volume; R, the universal gas
constant; T, the absolute temperature; and B and C are functions
of the temperature known as the second and third tirial coefficients,
“respectively. The coefficient B depends on only the forces between
pairs of molecules and may in principle be calculated in terms of any
assumed potential. The situation is essentially the ssme for C, but
it depends on the energies of triples of molecules as well.as pairs, so
that the problem is considerabl.ymore complicated. A potential function
that has been widely used, and that has been able to give good agreement
with the experimental data for such different force-dependentproperties
as the second virial.coefficient and the viscosity and other transport
properties (ref. 2), is that
expression for the potential
is
U(r) =
due to Lennard-Jones~ The Lennard-Jo~es
energy of two molecules at a separation r
4’W-(31 (3)
where e and r. sre two disposable parameters equal, respectively,
to the maxhumb inding energy between the molecules and the distance at
which the attractive and repulsive energies are eqmQ. A gas whose mole-
cules obey this law of force is referred to as a lenns&d-Jones 6-12 gas.
To a good approxbmtion such gases include practically all ccmmmn gases
and vapors except those with large polar groups, such as water or alco-
hols, and those whose shape is far from spherical, such as carbon dioxide.
It follows from the original work of Lennard-Jones (ref. 3) that
4
for this ty_peof potential it is possible to calculate the second virial
coefficient B(T) and its temperature derivatives. These maybe .
——. . —— —— —
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expressed in terms of the two parameters c and ro. Calculations
of B and its derivatives have been made by several groups of authors.
Values of B were givenby Stoclnnayerand Beattie (ref. 4), fairly
extensive tables from which one may compute B and T dB/dT have been
publishedby Curtiss and Hirschfelder (ref. 5) and a revised calculation
giving B, T dB/&T, !@d?B/m2, and T3d%/dL!~ has been prepared by
Hirscbfelder, Curtiss, Bird, and Spotz (ref. 6). An extension of the
calculations to lower temperatures has been made by Epstein and Roe
(ref. 7) and has furnished values at the lowest temperature entries in
the present tables.
Several computations have similarly been made concerning the”third
virial coefficients,assuming a Lennard-Jones 6-M potential, including
those of De Boer and Michels (ref. 8), Montroll sndllayer (ref. 9),
Kihara (ref. 10), and Bird, Spotz, aqd Hirschfelder (ref. 11) as well
as some unp~lished calculationsby one of the present authors in 1943.
In contrast with the case of the second virial coefficient, the results
of the third virial calculation do not fit third virial coefficients as
determined from experiment, so that the results are tithout immediate
direct application. However, the recognition that the effective force
law in a group of three molecules is not necessarily identical with the
sum for three independent pairs permits an appropriate fitting of the
experimental data. By considering the formation of a cluster of three
molecules as a chemical reaction with an equilibrium constant for for-
mation, the selection of appropriate effective-force-lawparameters can
in principle be made readily, as has been discussed elsewhere (ref. 12).
The results for the second virial coefficientmaybe expressed simply
byB= b#(0)(7) in the notation of reference 1.1,where b. = ~ Nro3,
T = M./E, and B(o)(T) is a tabulated function. For the third %ial
coefficientmore complicated relations result. Thus,
with T - kT/c3 and T2 = kT/G2, b3 and C3 being the parameters b.3-
and c, respectively, as determined for the cluster of three, and b2
and C2, the regular values as determined for the second virisL coeffi-
cient; C(o)(T), when multipliedby bo2, gives the third tirial coeffi-
cient for a gas in which the mutual energy in any group of three mole-
cules is the sum of Lennard-Jones pair energies with the same parameters
as those which apply for isolated pairs.
Tables permitting the close representation of experimental values
are of great utility in regard to the observed compressibilityand the
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Joule-Thomson coefficient (ref. 5) at various temperatures and their
relation to the actual laws of force. Such tables permit the calculation
of these properties at other temperatures when the parameters of the law .,1
of force have been established. The ease of such correlations and cal-
culations is increased if shilar tables are available for other thermo-
-c properties. It is the purpose of this report to present tables
from which one may readily calculate other effects of gas imperfection
for nonpolar gases to obtain the effect for the”density, enthalpy, entropy,
specific heat at constsmt pressure and at constemt volume, specific-heat
ratio, isentropic eqansion coefficient, and velocity of sound. Alter-
natively, tables are presented for calculations in which either the ‘
density or the pressure maybe the variable.
This report is one of a series of papers on the thermodynamic prop-
erties of technically important gases compiled and calculated at the
National Bureau of Standards under the sponsorship and with the financial














sound velocity, m sec-1 or ft sec-1
constamts in Berthelot equation of state
sound velocity for ideal @s, m see-l or ft see-l
second virial coefficient in l/V series, a function
3 ~Ole-lof temperature, cm
second virial coefficient function, Boo




b. for pairs alone as distinct from pairs in larger
clusters, cm3 mole-1
3 ~ole-lb. for pairs within a cluster of three, cm
third virial coefficient in l/V series, a function
of temperature, (Cms mole-1)2 .


















heat capacity at constant
heat capacity at constant
various units
heat capacity at constant
heat capacity at constant
various units
pressuxe, various units
pressure for ideal gas,
volume, various units
volume for ideal gas,
coefficients in correction for specific heat at
constant pressure
fourth virial coefficient in l/V series, a func-
( )
3
tion of ten@eraturej ~3 mOle-l
internal energy, various units> also, fifth virial










mole for ideal gas, various units
in enthalpy correction
Boltzmann constant for proportionality of energy to
temperature, 1.38048 x 10-16 erg %1
molecular weight (chemical scale), g mole-l-
Avogadrofs number
pressure, atm or dynes cm-2
critical pressure, atm or dynes cm-2
atmospheric pressure, 1 atm or 1,013,2~0 dynes cm-2
pressure parameter for pair of molecules, Re@&





















yressure parszneterfor cluster of three molecules,
+3Re k
universal gas constart, various units
distance between two molecules
classical distance of closest intermolecularapproach
at zero energy according to Lennard-Jonespoten-
tisl, A
entropy per mole, various units
entropy per mole for ideal gas, various units
coefficients-inentropy correction
*solute temperature, % or %














syecific heat at con-
isentropic ,-sion coefficient,
- %3s = ‘y %),
isentropic expansion coefficient for ideal gas
ratio of specific heats,
w
Cv












maximumener~ of binding between molecules with a
Lennard-Jones potential, ergs
characteristicparameter of Lennard-Jones interaction
potential, %
e/k for pairs alone, OK
~/k for pairs within a cluster of three, %
density, mole cm-3j Amagat units, and so forth
reduced temperature, kT/c
T for critical condition
T for @m3 alone, kT/G~
-r for pairs within a cluster
TABLES
of three, kY/E3
The relations on which the tabulations are based maybe derivedby
standard thermodynamic methods on the basis of the tirial equation of
state (2) with C givenby eqyation (4). h these relations, the nomen-
clature of Bird, Spotz, and Hirschfelder is used (ref. U), so that
B(l)(T) = T dB(0)(T)/dTj B(2)(T) =~2d2B(0)(.~)/dT2, C(l)(T) =T dC(0)(T)/dT,
and C(2)(T) =T2d+(0)(T)/dT2. The tabulations and related formulas
are applicable to nonpolar gases having Lennard-Jones 6-12 pair energies
and distinct parameters for clusters of three molecules. With energy
and volume parameters of ~2 and b2 for a pair and 63 and b3 for
a cluster of three, the pressume parameter for the pair is p2 = Re21b#
and, for a cluster of three, the pressure parameter for the pair is
P3 =R~31b3k= With the pressure parameters, the pressure dependence of
the thermodynamic properties in dimensionless form canbe expr~sed in
terms of the dimensionless ratios P/p2, (p/P2)2y ~d (p/P3) , the
dimensionless coefficients for which are given in tables 1 to 5. Alter-
natively, the dependence on volume can be expressed in terms of the
dimensionless“ratios b2/V, (b2/V)2, and (b3/V)2 with dimensionless
coefficientswhich are also given in tables 1 to 5. Detailed formulas
are to be found in the appendix.
—- — —..— ——. —..—. . .—_.—_— .—_ __
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Each of tables 1 to 5 contains two sets of three columns of coef-
ficients folJ_owingthe column for the temperature variable T, one set
being for density dependence and the other, for pressure dependence.
h each of the two sets the first column of the three is for the linear
dependence, while the second and third columns are for the quadratic
dependence. Their appropriate multip~ers are indicated in the tables.
The second column gives the entire quadratic contribution in case the
Lennard-Jonesparameters for the cluster of three are identicel with those
for a single pair of molecules. If the parameters for the cluster of three
sre different, then the entire quadratic contribution is composed of
three parts of which one is obtained from the second column at
‘3 -
the other two qre obtained from the third column at T3 andat T2,
T2 EUld T~ being given, respectively,by MT/e2 and kl?/e3. The
tables cover the temperature range given by 0.7 <T <400 for all
quantities tabulated with the additional extension down to 0.15 in the
case of the linear terms. The entries are spaced sufficiently closely .
so that three-point interpolationwill be adequate in most cases
(ref. 13).1 Since boilhg points are typically near T = 0.8 with .
critical points near T = 1.3, the range of the tables covers practically
all temperatures of experimental interest.
Tables 6, 7, and 8 give results for 7, u, and a involving only
the LLnear dependence on density and pressure. Values of these quan-
tities including the quadratic correction effects can be obtained by
means of the defining formulas. Thus 7 is readily obtained from the
values of ~ smd Cv. 4s CL is givenby 7[Z - V(&Z@V)~/Z or
7z~ - p(az@p)T]j it canbe computed quite directly if z iS hom
h- terms of coefficients for powers of the density or of the pressure.
Shlilarly, a2 is given by R!LbZ/M. The evaluation of the quadratic
terms for 7, a, and a has not been performed for these tables
because of the complexi~ of the formulas and the adequacy of the
direct calculation. Iimmuch as the ideal-es specific-heatratio 7°
is also a parameter, entries are given in the tables for various values
of this ratio rangi
7
fran 1.40 to 1.00 in steps of O.~ and for the
single value 7° = 5 3. The latter is the value for an ordinary mon-
atomic gas considered as ideal. similarly, 7° = 1.40 is the theoret-
ical valw for an ideal diatomic gas at low temperatures where trans-
lational and rotational degrees of freedom are fully excited but where
there is no vibration (~~R=3.5), whereas 7°=1.10 correspondsto
rektively complex polyatomic gases at higher temperatures where many
vibrational degrees of freedom are contributing (C$O/R= Xl.).
()The isentropic expansion coefficient u = - ~ ~ ()VdJ?PdVS= -7~~T
(see the appendix) is perhaps an unfamiliar quantity requiring further ~
%(a + XW) = f(a) + x Af(a) - ‘(12- ‘) A2f(a)
—-— .
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explanation. For an ideal gas, it will be noted, it is identical with 7,
the true specific-heatratio. In many formulas of gas dynamics involving
expansions through nozzles, the ideal-gas laws are assumed and, hence, 7
and a may be written interchangeably. When deviations from ideal-gas
behavior are to be considered, however, it will sometimes be found that
the usual idal-gas formulas are valid if a, rather than y, is used.
For exsmplej the familiar equation for the velocity of sound is
a2 . Pvdrl. Similarly, the resonsmce method to determine 7 gives u
the more directly, so that 7 is obtained after correction for effects
calctible from the equation of state. On the other hand, the method for
determining 7 by the amount of cooling in an adiabatic expansion gives
frl = ;(@s =& dT Pdirectly a different quantity 13,according to 1 - (w
which in the limit of low pressure becomes 1 - 7-1. If the change in
state during an expansion covers a wide range of pressure or temperature,
so that a or y is not constant, further refinements
sidered (ref. 14).
For the density-dependentparts of the tables, the
factor for densi~ in meles per unit volume for a given
linear correction is a quantim frequently known as b.




by 2 to sig-
nify a pair of molecules is also replaced by 3 for cases in which it
refers to the effectfve parameter for a cluster of three molecules.
)H r. is in the usual units of A (104 centimeter , values of the
multiplying factor b. for various values of r. and variouE units
of density are as presented in table 9. For the pressure-dependent
t.dbles,the multiplying factor for pressure for a given entry in the
linear correction is the quantity b2/R(e2/k). If b2 is in cubic
centimeters per mole, as in table 9, and c2/k is in OK, the values
of the constant R to transfom from the density-dependent to the






of the tables is twofold.. First, if values of the
and b. are known for pairs (as @s and b2) and
e31k and b3), when different, one may calculate the
densi~ dependence or pressure dependence of the thermodynamic functions,
at any temperature covered, at low and moderate densities or pressures,
by the following procedure. Cdctite T2 = kTfi2 and T3 = kT&3
.
. . .—. .__. ...—__ _____ ___ __
—-—— . . .. . —— —
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.
smd, according to whether density or pressure is to be used as variable,
calculate b2 and b3 or b2/R(#k) and b3/R(e3/kJ (or tie reciP-
.
rocals of the latter, Re2/’b2k= P2 and Re3~k = ~ j in the appropri-
ate units. Next, interpolate in the density or pressure P* of tdle 1,
2, 3, 4, or 5 that treats the destied property to ftid values in the first
column and third column at the value of T2 and values in the second cOl-
umnand the third column at the value of T3. The Unear contribution
is obtained by multiplying the value from the first density column by
b2/V or by multiplying the value from the first pressure colmm by
~~R(c~k]F or p/P2. For the quadratic dependence, the values at ‘3
are to be multip~ed by ~2/b2 2 for the density-dependentfunctions
/ /$3or by ~2e22 b22~32 = p22 2 in the case of tables for obtaining the
pressure.dependence. After obtaining the sum of products based on val-
ues from the second column at T3 and the third colmn at T2, the
.
product based on the value in the third column at
‘3 is to be mibtracted.
The combined quantity is to be multiplied by (b2/V)2 when using density “
as a variable or by (p/P2)2 when using pressure as a variable. The
adding and subtracting of the two values found in the third column with
their proper multip~ers is indicated by (-l)i(bi/V~2 for the set in
which density is the vari~le and by (-l)i(P/pi)2 * multiplier for the
set in which pressure is the vsriable. If the parameters for the cluster
of three are identical with those for a pair, then the two contributions
from the third column are of equal magnitude and opposite in sign,
giving no net contribution. When the three contributions to the quad-
ratic dependence have been evaluated and combined with the linear con-
tribution, the result may be added to the ideal-gas value to obtain the
real-gas valm. This procedure is applicable either if one is to cal-
culate the real-gas value, the ideal-gas value being known from pretious
calcuktions, or if one is to correct an observed real-@s result to
the corresponding ideal-gas value. Tn the latter case, since the ideal-
gas ratio of specific heats Y“ enters the tables for 7, a, and a,
it is necesssry to find the corrections for these properties by succes-
sive approxhations.
As an example’of this direct use of the tables, one might consider
the calculation of the densi@ of @secnm methane at a pressure of
15 atmospheres and a temperature of 4~.160 K. Turning to table IJ-,it
is found that the appropriate parameters are estimated to be
I
e2k= 148.2o K, ~3/k = 145.2° K, P2= 173.3 atmospheres, and
P3= 165.5 atmospheres. These give T2 = 3.1927’ and 73 = 3.2587, with
‘,
P/P2 = 0.08655 - P/q = 0.09063, giving (P/P2)2 = 0.00749 and




WdT=T ~, the values obtained for the coefficients are:
I-s
At T2 = 3.1927, Z1’ = -0.018u
At T2 = 3.1927, Z12’ = 0.00099
At T3 = 3.2~y, Z2: = 0.0321.5
At T
3 =3.2587, Z12’ =0.00044
The value of Z or PV/RT, the compressibilityfactor,
by
Pv
—= I+ (-o.018u) x 0.08655 + 0.05215 x 0.00821+
RT
0.00749 - O.O~X o.oo821_
is then given
o. Ooogg x
=1- 0.001567+ (0.0m264 + 0.000007 - 0.0000@)
= 0.9987
Then the value of V_l is obtained from ~~ ~jq the ~1~ of R
of 82.0567 cm3 ati/mole %:
V-l =
=
0.9987x 82.0567 cm3 atmmoh-l
386.85 x 10-6 mok/cm3
Multiplying by the molecti weight 16.w2, a
per cubic centimeter or 6.206 grams per liter
%-1 X 4~.16 %
density of 0.006206 gram
is obtained.
.- ——-—. _ -——-—..—
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Alternately, one may use the tables to derive values of c/k
and b. from experimental data, if the ktter cover a wide range of
temPerat~e for one property, or several properties, and if the ideal-
gas properties are lmown. One such procedure has been used in refer-
ence 12, taking into account effects on various properties including
coefficients other than the virial.coefficients.
A simple extension permits the use of a third parameter to obtain
a closer representation for pairs and clusters of three molecules.
Recognizing that the extent of phase space from which clusters are
excluded is in some degree independent of the bi@ing energy and the
extent of phase space in which the binding energy is effective, additive
constants may be included for K2RT and K3(RT)2, that is, for B and
2B2 - ~CO ~~, t~ extension is to -e B. b2[& + B(0)(~2)] ~d
.
{
C -4B2=b32~3 +C(0)(T3) - ~B(0~2@3)}, where f3~ @P3 me <
Constsxlts. The changes required in all the thermodynsmi.cformulas are
shnply to replace ()
B(o) ~2 by f32+ B(0)(T2) and to replace C(0)(T5) “
(o)
W !33+ C (.3). By refmw to the fundamental equations in the
appendix, the necessary algebra can be performd to take account of these
constants so that results msy be obtained frmn the present tables by
extended combination of their values as indicated by the resulting for-
mulas. For exsmple, in the case of the enthalpy function (H - H?)/RT,
the coefficient of b@ in table 2 is changed frcxnthe B(o) (T2) - B(l)(T2)
tabulatei to ~2 + B(0)(72) - B(1)(T2)0 (m)“Forthe coefficient of b 2,
. .
Jd q-the value from the middle”column, (3) -A C(l)T ,2 (3) iS changed to
(o)
“~5 + C ~3) - ~ C(l)(T3) prior to multiplication by b3fi~. The
value in the t~rd column at. T2, 4{~(0)&)12 - B(0)(T2)B(1)(T2j,
BE}. The second of these three added quantities is 4~2 ‘
times the first tsbulated coefficient for Z; the third is 4~2 tties
the first tshulated coefficient for the present (H - HO)/RT.
. J
AMMECEW; REDUCED EQWC1ON OF STATEVAIUES OF P
.
Values of the parameters e/k and r. have been deduced for most
of the common gases from various sets of data by various authors. A
— .— —..
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tabulation and comparison of the values obtained from the viscosi~ and
the second virial coefficient are presented in reference 2 and additional
values from the second virial coefficient are given in reference 11.
These values are quoted in table 12.
Other data in table U include values of Tc = w@2 and Vcpp.
Here kTc/E2 is the ratio of the critical temperature to the average
value of =/k from the viscosity and second virial data. similarly,
/
Vc b2 is the ratio of the critical volume to the value of b calculated
from the average value of r. from the two types of data. It willbe
noted, as Hirschfelder, Bird, and Spotz point out (ref. 2), that the sgree-
‘ment of the parameters from the two types of data is only fair, behg best
for the more spherical gases that are more likely to obey the Lennard-
Jone 6-E potential and worst for carbon diotide and nitrous otide.
However, the average parameters reproduce all transport and low-pressure
thermodynamic data fairly well. To obtain parameters for other molecules,
specifically to predict PVT W thermodymd c properties more reliably,
it is reasonable also to examine such data without using the viscosity
parameters.
It might seem that such reduced parameters as
~cpp 4and V b2
would be roughly constant for all gases on the basis-of the law of corre-
sponding states according to the asswption that the potential function
between molecules in higher order collisions is, in effect, about the
ssme as that in binary collisions. However, it has been demonstrated
in connection with the third virial coefficient that the pair potential
function in a group of three molecules is appreciably different from
that for an isolated pair (ref. 12). As the difference may continue
in the pro~ession to larger clusters, it is appropriate to exsmine
evidence for the systematic effect of parameter change. One such effect
/would appear in the value of PCVC RTc, which is known to vary appreciably
smmng different substances.
lM.gure1 shows correspondingvalues of PcVc/RTc and kl’c/e2 based
on PVT data for various substances from a variety of sources. While
acceptance of 1.3 as an average value of
~cpp may give IG2 k approxi-
mately from the experimental Tc, agreeing with the theoretical estimates
of 1.26 by M Boer and Michels (ref. 15) and 1.333 by Lennard-Jones and
Devonshire (ref. 16), it seems ldkely that a better value in the absence
of a direct experimental value for .s2/k might be obtained by reading
from the graph if the value of PcVc/RTc is known.
Similarly, an average value of Vc/b2 near 1.4 is close to the
theoretical estimates
Jones and Devonshire.
of l.~0 by De Boe~ and Michels and 1.3’5 by Lennard-
la the absence of a direct experimental value
—.—
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.
for b2, a value might be estimated from such an average value or perhaps
more closely from Vc and figure 2, which shows correspondingvalues
/ /of PCVC RTC and Vc b2 based on PVT data only. Hirschfelder, McClure,




The ratios between parameters for clusters of three and of two mole-
cules are also found to be rebted to the values of the critical constants.
Values for the ratios E3js2 ad b3/b2 as obtained in fitting PVT
data may differ somewhat randomly, being influenced by the range of
reduced temperature for which the fit is obtained. This may be attrib-
uted to failure to represent we~ the actual comp~cated potential func-
tion for the clusters. Parameters suitable over ‘arange of temperature
including both the critical temperature and somewhat higher temperatures
may thus be expected to be more comparable than parameters based on seg- .
ments of a higher temperature range not corresponding on a reduced-
temperature basis. A procedure intended to improve the estimates through
a knowledge of the critical conditions will now be described.
m the classical condition for the critical point (bp/bV)T= O
and (%/bV2)T = O is used with the equation of state in the virial
form PV/RT= l+B/V+ C/#+ D/V3+ E/@+ . . ., it iS found that
the critical densi~ may be estimated with a series beginning as
1 2DB2 3 ~2B3++ 10EB—= .—- — — -— .OO
Vc ?C ~c3 81c+ 81c3
and giving
.
as a beginning appro-tion.
~ definitive, as its form




not to be regarded as
if the next higher
However, an examination of the relationship between B2/C and
PV/RT at the critical point can be made.empiricddy by using the results
of Myers (ref. 18) for the representation of critical isotherms. M
criticdl constants have been determined for many substances, PcVc/RTc
may give a fair estimate for B2/C at the critical point, giving an
—. .
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indicated value for C if B can be estimated reklably. This can help
to give a better overall function for C than might cane frm correla-
tion of higher temperature data alone. The values of B2/C so obtained
sre of the order of magnitude of 9PcV@Tc but me unifonnly smnewhat
greater. h figure 3 values are shown as obtained by Meyers and as indi-
cated by the values of b3 /
2 b22
~d ~3fi2 recentlY obtained. On the
basis of approximate agreehent some of ~he parameters obtained earlia
appesr fairly reliable. The considerable departure in other cases has
been rectifid through the fitting of C at the critical point as indi-
cated on the bssis of Meyers1 critical isothems. For some substances
the fit”is still only approximate over extended ranges of temperature,
possibly because of depsrture from the spherical symmetry implied by the
Lennard-Jonespotential.
Using the “improved” constants, one simple correlation is shorn in
fime 4 in tich (c5/e2)(~/b2)1/2 is plotted as a function of
(~c/’2)(@)* The scattering of points with the use of the prelimi-
nary or unimproved constants is appreciable. The use of the critical
condition is seen to reduce the scattering considerably. Two sets of
improved constants for approximate representation for carbon monoxide
resulted from combining the critical constant with (1) older virial data
as used in the NBS-NACA tables and (2) newer data of Michels.
IIIfigure 5 (~3/~2 (b2/b5)1/2 is sho~>
L
using the improved con-
stants of figure 4, plot d as a function of Vc/b2. ‘lhelower point
for carbon monoxide (CO) was obtained using the older virial data; the
upper point, using newer data of Michels. It appears that the points
form a band of considerable and seeiri.ngl.yvarying width. However, there
is a possibili~ that further improvement in critical constants and
parameters for clusters of two and three molecules will lead to better
but more complex correlations of these data.
It would accordingly seem that, if other experimental data are
missing, it still may be possible to calculate approximate corrections
to the thermodynamic fumctions for nonpolar, approximately spherical
gases from the tibles and graphs presented here using the lmown values
for the critical constants.
In table 11 some of the numerical values for parameters obtained
for pairs and clusters of three are listed. Values are given both as
obtained by direct PVT correlation and also as adjusted for the criti-
cal condition. ~ addition to these values of s/k and b. = ~ 3ld’tro,
corresponding values are given for the ratios E3/E2
ati b32/~22 ‘d
for p2 = R~2/kb2~ P3 = RC3/kb3> ~d P22/P32*
--—-—— -—— --- . ..— —---- _ ____
——.
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.
While the constants as adjusted to fit the critical condition are
probably preferable near the critical temperature, it can be expected
that constants fitted to good higher temperature data will be preferabk
for the higher temperature regions. This is due to the limitations of
the Iennard-Jones functions in representing all details exactly.
DISCUSSION
It must be reemphasized that the tables are valid only to the extent
that the gas imperfection is representable in terms of pair energies
equivalent to binary encounters of spherical nonpolar molecules and
pair energies in triple encounters, the potential energies for pairs
in an encounter being of the form of equation (3). How adequate these
assumptions are will, of course, depend upon the precision of the result
desired. Deviations of properties of actual gases from those calculated v
will be of two kinds: Those due to interactions involving a greater
number of molecules and those due to inadequacy of the 6-12 potential.
At rather low pressures, the third virial coefficient is relatively
.
unimportant in regard to deviations from ideal behavior, in the sense
of contributing less than ‘jpercent of the deviation at densities below
5 Amagat6. At high pressures such deviations should not be neglected,
and it may be necessary to consider virials higher than the third in
such cases.
There has been some interest in the limitations of the 6-12 poten-
tial for the exact representation of actual deviations from ideality.
It is certain that the 6-12 potential dOe6 not give a completely accu-
rate representation of the pair potential for any molecule, since theory
indicates additional.attractive terms proportional to the eighth power
of’the distance and exponential, rather than twelfth-power, repulsive
forces even for the monatmic molecules, which give spherical symmetry.
However, these refinements lead only to minor changes in the resulting
form of B(T), such as may be adjusted for by a change in the param-
eters e and ro. It is probable that no simple function with two
disposable parameters can do better, in general. For molecules with
large departure from spherical symmetry, the 6-u potential may be
expected to @ve only a rough representation of derived properties over
an exbended range of temperature. The comparative studies of various
potential functions have, in general, hitherto been based on experimental
values of the second virial coefficient derived tiom densi~ measure-
ments; since, however, the thermodynamic properties involving higher
temperature derivatives of the virial coefficients, such as Cp and
sound velocity, are more sensitive to the particular form of the equa-
tion of state, it can be expected that their measurement as a function
of pressure and temperature will also lead to conclusions concerning
NACA TN 3272
the suitabili~ of the
the calculation of all
17
Lennard-Jonespotential function as a basis for
of the thermodynamic properties.
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DETAILED FORMUTM FOR THERMODYNAMICPR(R?ERTIES
The relations which follow may be derived by standard thermdmc
methods using the itiicatid equation of state. The nomenckture of Bird,
Spotz, and Hirschfel.deris used; mmely,
(u (T) = T do) (T) /dTB
2 2 (o)/d#B(2)(T) = T d B
C(l) (T) = T dC‘0)(T) /dT
The superscript o applied to the quantities E, H, S, %) Cp> and
so forth indicates that the property is for the ideal gas.
The re~tions for Z, E, H, S, Cv, and ~, as arranged for
tabulating for a nonpolar gas having pair energies given by a Lennard- “





The compressibi~~ factor Z = PV/RT:




1+ T2-%(0) (T2)(b2~~e2)+ ‘3
-2 c(o) T -
( 3)
[B(0)(T3)]~(b32~22/b22~32) - 3~3-1B(0)(T3~2(b32,22/b22632j +
3~2-1B(0)(T2j2)(b2w~G2)2
The internal energy E:
(E -EO)/RT= -B(1)(T2)~2/V) - [O*5C(1)(T3)(~~b22) -
4B(0) T B(1)
( 3) (T3)(~2~22) + 4B(0) (T2)B(1) (T2J(%IV)2
= -T#d1)(T2)(b#7R64 - f3-2~.5c(1)(T3) -
B(0)(T3~B(1)(T3~~y.~~~.~) -
373-2B(0), T B(1) T
( 3) ( 3)(b;2e22~22~32)+
}
3T2-~(0) (T@l) ( T4 (b2H’’c2)2
——-——. ______
— —— ._ _ __







(E - HO)/BT = ~(o) ~





= ‘2-L~(0)(T2j - ‘(1)(T2~(b2n/RE2) + T3-2 (0)(73) l
(1
o.~~(~)(.~) - [B(0) (T3~2 +
B(o) T B(l) T
}
( 3) ( 3) (~2~22/b22G32j -
3T~-%(0~(T3)[B(0)(T3) -
Bf1)(T3~ (~2.2~-22.32) +
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The entropy S with PO = 1 atmosphere and S0 at 1 atmosphere:
(S - SO)/R = lo% (POV/RT) - [B(o)(.2) + B(l)(~2~(b2/V) -
“([().5do) T( p) + c(l) 1-( ,~(b#’22)-2{~%,~2+
})bB(0)(T2)B(1](T2j (b2/V)2
({-2 ~(o) T‘%(1) (T2)(b2~~2) + 0.5.3 -= loge (Po/P) -72 ( 3)






2 - =(0) (T3)B(1) (T3) (~2~22fi22~32~ +
{[ 1
‘2 B(o) (~2) 23T2 - ~(0)(~2]B(1)(72j)(b2~/R~2)2
..— — ... —____.__ .._ _
— ..-—..._
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The specific heat at constant volume Cv:
(Cv - cvO)/R = - [dl) Tr2() + 13@)(T2~(b2/v) - (~(Q(T,] +
‘“’C(2) (T3jww) - [~(0) (T3)@r3) + 4P)(’J2+
4B(0) ~ B(2)
}
(3) (’3) (~2~22) + ~(0) (T2)B(1) (72) +
4[B(1)(T2~2 + 4B(0)(%)B(2%2)&2P)2 “
[(
(2) T2) (b2kP/Re2)+
-T2-1 @ ~2) + B= (1
([-2 ~(’)(T3)B(1) (l_3)‘3 + BE (T3) - C(1)(T3) -
{“.5J2)(T3~(b32’22/b22’32) + ‘3-23B(0)(TJB(2)(TJ +






The specific heat at constant pressure ~:
(% - cPO)/R ‘ -B(2)(%)(b2/v) + ({C(Q(T3) - c@)(T3) - 0.X(2)(T5) +
[i3(0)(T,) - B(1)(T~j2}(b32/b2~ + &qT3) -
} 22 -{@O’(@ -
_j3(1)(T3f12 +4B(0)(T3)B(2)(T3) @3~2)
B(l) (T2~2 + 4B(0)(T2)B(2)(T2)](b2/V)2
-T2
({
‘+&2)(T2)(b2w/R~2)+ ‘3 .= “@(T3) ‘c(o) (T’)
0.5C(2) T
(3)
+ B(o) (T3)B(2)(73) + [B(o)(T3) -
J’)(T3iy(%2’2w’39 + 3T3-2{B(0)P3)J2)(T3) +
[B(0)(T3) -
‘(’)(T3@%2’22/b22’32J -
{3T2-2 Jo) (T2)13(2)(T2) + [B(o)(T’) -
B(’)(T2] 7)(b25/R=2)2
. .
—— — —.—. ____ . . .
—. .




y, the ratio of specific heats,





coefficient sad its derivatives may be ipdicated as folhws:
The specific-heatratio y = C@:
7 E
=70+ (70- ()




N%(2) (T2) + py”(~o -= 7° + T2-1 (7° - l)B(1)(~2~(b2~/Re2)
a“ .
The isentrapic expansion coefficient u = -IV/P)(aqm) S:
-(v/P}(appo ~Y
7° + [7%(0)(~2) + 27°(70 - I)B(l)(T2) + (7° - 1)2B(2)(T2~(b2/V)
y“ + T2-l~OB(0) (T2)+ 270(yo - I)B(l)(T2)+
(7° - 1)2B(2)(T2U (’2~/@
The velocity of sound” a with a at low pressure equal to






B(o) 1(T2)+ (7° - l)B(l)(T2) + 0.5(70 - 1)2(70)-1B(2)(72) (b#J)
T2-1~(0)(T2) + (7° - 1)%2)+
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TABLE1.-KEFFICIENTSIN Z = PV/RT
27
[ z = 1 + ‘1~2) @’2/v) + [%(T3)(%2~22)+ ‘E(’2j- ‘12(’3)(%2/%$J(b2~)2
- 1+ z,y’4(P/p4 + [ti’(q)@2*/P,2)+ =“(%) - w’ (’,)(P22/P3’j&/P2)q
=X2
1- @z1T2)(at%T3)(at T,, 1 =2, 3) (.dz1;2) fr’’T3) (at ~,;? =2, 3)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)





.25 -48.203 9,34 -1*.8n =,528





















U5 .qo -8.25M 204.6zL
.70 -4.-@Xl-3.3766 89.~78 -6.TX% -52.M555
.75 -4.1759
135.8231














..m -2.5381 .4237 ~.7674 -2.5381-6.0)22 .
-.05 -2.3302 .510a 21.7197 -2.21~ -4.4618 14.7753
..10 -2.I.464 .5576 18.4~ -1.~12
..15
-3.3%5 11.kz?l
-1.9826 .* 15.7236 -1.7240-2.5321 8.9170
..20






1.30 -1.5@41 .5882 I.O.0376 -1.2185-1.1368 4.4545,
1.35 .1.4753 .5793 8.7c55 -Lo5n8 -.8763




-1.2@k7 .5561 6.6020 -.&%o





















1.75 .4832 2.9sEA -.4&8 -.@’l .i345
%ltlply*B by b@.
%ltip~ valuesby (bJv)?
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TAME 1.- COEFFICIENTSIR Z = PV/RT- Continued
%2
-T (atz1T2)(at;3)(at TV ~; E 2, 3) (J;72) (a:;T3) (at TI;~ “ 2) 3)
a (
1.80 -o. aw 0.4P8 2.6376 -o.45rL -0.976
1.85 -.7615 .4630 2.3198
0.6106
-.4U6 -.0342 .5*






2.00 .4371 1.5757 -.3138 .0108
2.1
-.5505 .4226 1.2I28 -.2622 .0271 .2063
2.2 -.4817 .km .982 -.2190 .0368
-.4197
.1438
2.3 .3W .7045 -.= .0421 .-
2.4 -.3636 .3@4 .528!3 -.1515 .0447
2.5 -.3=6 .38= .39@ -.3.250 .0453 :%%
2.6 -.2661 .3738 .2833 -.1o24 .04482 .031.43
2.7 -.2236 .3674 .20Q0 -.o&81 .04354 .02057
2.8 -.l&5 .3617 .1362 -.06590 .04180
-.1485
.01303
2.9 .3568 .oe& -.@121 .039&3 .oq87
3.0 -.n52 .3523 .C5131 -.03841 .03767 .00443
5.1
-.0844 .3484 .0285 -.02W .03552 .m2z2
5.2 -.0558
.3449 .0124 -.01743 .03338 .00Q1
5-3 Q& .3418 .0234 -.ocf@ .03131 .@Jw
5.4
.33% .OcQl -.c0126 .a2932 .Ooow
5.5 .0190 .3364 .0014 .cX5k2 .02743 .-
5.6 .0407 .3341 .m%5
.0611
.01131 .02565 .KX138
5.7 .3320 .ol~ .01.652 .02398 .mcB2
5.8 .~oo .w8 .02JJ.4 .02241
5.9 :s
.00134
.3282 .0387 ;O&& .02@4 .00191
4.0 .1154 .3265 .0533 .01958 .00250
b.1 .1315 .3251 J@& .03207 .0U331 -00309
$.2 .1467 .3237 .03492
.ml
.01713 .00365
+.3 .3224 .M138 .03746 .01603 .CdQl
&.k .1747 .3212 .1221 .03970 .o~ol .CKJ473
~.5 .1.876 .3200 .1408 .041.69 .01406 .CF3y?l.
{.6 .1999
.3189 .1598 .04346 .o1318 .oGyJ66
~.7 .2u6 .3179 .l~o .04501 .0U?36 .00608
1.8 .2227
.3169 .198 .04639 .ou.&l .Cd46
~.9 .2333 .3160 .=76 .04760 .01089 .(X%83
j.O .2433 .3151 .2369 .04%7 .ol@ .Oopl
.
j.2 .2622 .3134 .27k9 .05C42 .Cn$@5 .00763
j.4 .2794 .3119 .3122 .qjlfi .CQE02 .00803
j.6 .*1 .31.04
.3WJ .qKqo .03712 .00833
j.8 .3w6
.3W3 .3833 .05338 .oc@4 .m55
;.0
.3= .3077 .41-CL .053&2 .00565 .cnM9
wdtipw values by b2/V.
%.mltipwvaluesby (ll#v)2.









T (r3t.zlT~) (dz2Tj (at TiY(c; =% 3) (a?;T2) (a;;T3) (at Ti, i = 2, 3)
(a) (b) (f)
6.5 0.3520 0.3C4-6 0.4955 o.m415 o.od28 O.oow






.6837 .05ti8 .CKW6 .m801
8.5 .428Q .2936 .7329 .05036 .m153 .cn761
9.0 .4406 .2910 .7765 .04896 .00120




loo .46Q9 .2%1 .8$96 .04609 .cKm737 .CQ6372
u .4763 .2813 .04330 .000450
.4882
.005625




.5c48 .2682 1.01$4 .036c% .oa30682 .co3$ml
15 .51.& .2642 1.&28 .@d+ .omo156 .cQ3k76
ti .5151 .2604 1.0615 .03220 -.ml$% .@llo
17 .5187 .2567 1.0763 .03051 -.com430 .cm793
18 .5215 .2531 1.08&l .02m
-.-Q .002519
19 .5237 .2497 1.ml .ce756 -.oo@3681 .002279
20 .5254 .2464 1.1041 .cc?627-.0000740 .oo2~o
22 .5275 .2402 1.1130 .02398 -.oocom
24 .52& .2345
.@1725
L u68 .02202 -.cncQ776 .cXn454
26 .5285 .2292 1.1171 .02033 -.m741 ,@31239
28 .5279 .2242 1.u48 .011383-.ocn%% .oolc&
30 .5269 .21% 1.H@ .01756 -.0000646 .-5
.5232 .2091 1.0951 .01495 -.oom528
::
.wo6705
.5185 .2001 1.0757 .0U?96 -.ow#430
45
.0005042
.5135 .1922 1.0548 .OllAl -.0000353 .0(X)3907
50 .5084 .1853 1.0337 .01017 -.oalcw93 .coo31.ol
60 .4982 .1735 .9929 .00830
.4&37
-.cwm208 .oa3x68













200 .Ll14 .l!.1% .6771 .002ti
300
-.cnown56 o .Cuoolsqo
.3&31 .o@4 .57&) .00127 -.ooaXX161 .00000482












































































































































































































































































TABLE2.- COEFFICIENISIN ERTHAIPYCORRECTION- Continued
hE h= ‘
T (ath1T2)(at%.~) (at Ti)(c; = 2J 4 (a~jT2) (a:~~J (at Ti, i = 2, 3)
(a) (b) (f)





2.3 ;~l 2.97$5 -.7’717 -.C4313 .42243
2.4 -1.6455 2.3930 -.6856 -.01766 .3n59
2.5 -1.5381, .47% 1.91c9 -.6u.2 .00014 .22930
2.6 -1.4233 .4626 1.5130 -.5-$67 .01.248 .167%
2.7 -1.3236 .44$4 1.1838 -.4902 .02@2 .1.2179
2.8 -1.2340 .4358 .9107 -.4407 .02655 .0871.2
-1.1515 .4246 .6840 .03016
;::
-.3971 .(%loo
-1.0752 .4147 .4956 -.35e4 .03231 .04130
-1.cc46 .4058 .3392 -.3241 .03340 .02647
;:; :::;- .3979 .- -.2935 .03374 .01535
3.3 .3909 .M23 -.2661 .03354 .00705
3.4 -.8210 .3&6 .0141 -.2415 .03297 .o@m
3.5 -.7677 .3789 -.0582 -.2193 .032= -.oo356
3.6 -.7178
.3739 ;:~l -l* .03110 -.0067’7
3.7 -.6709 .3693 -.1813 .02997 -.oo8%l
3.8 -,6268 .3651 -.2014 -.3.630 .02877
3.9 -.5854
-.01C46
.36ti -.23cQ -.1501 .-
4.0 -.54.61
-.01135
.35& -.2321 -.1365 .02632 -.olmk














-.3792 .3452 -.2&5 -.08425 .cm56 -.ol@l







-.2976 ;;;$ -.2650 -.061~ .01762 -.ooa63
4.9 -.2728 -.2546 -.0556$ .01674 -.00755
5.0 -.2493 .3369 -.2426 -.04985 .0159 -.co728
-.2051 .3344 -.2151 -.03944 .01435
-.W97
;:: -.u546 .3322 ::~o; -.03@+8 .01297 -.o@Tj








.3272 -.0789 -.01018 .03954 -.cXm.64
,






















‘Multiply values by (-1)‘(P/Pf)2.
/.
--
—-—-— ...——. — ..
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‘e (pO/p) + %’ (’2) (YP2) + ~2’ (73) (p22/p32)+ ‘~’(’2)- %2’(T3)~2~32] @p2)7
33
(at”2T3) (at TiJ~~ = 2, 3)@tS’T’) ~, (a?’T2) (&~ (at Ti:; = ‘> 3)T
d (d) (e)




























.70 -3:5471 -y; I.U.. 1* -u. 7959 -1*. 7 YIJ$


























-1.5765 -.4791 20.3654 -3. @5f3 -6.*




-1.4366 15.5967 -2.5123 . 13.(%0
1.30 -1.3&l -,19$X5 lg. 763; -2.2802
1.35 -1.33C5 -.1529
-3. 2gl 3.0.563
-2. o@k . -2.634








1.X -1.2133 -.o~ 8.7E-2 -1. 6@ -1.403 ::g


















5.2565 -L n46 -.5337 2.0a9
1.& -1.0633 -.0542 4.-row -1.C430 ;:&&













3.3o36 -. 81k9 -.2114 .9149
. . . . . . . . . ,--
WJLLtlply yau.les hy bqv.
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TABLE3.- coEFPI~ m Em!RoPYCORRECTION- Continued
s= s~t 82 ‘ E@!
‘1- (at=1T2) (ats2T3) (at Ti, i= 2,3) (at T2) (d T~) (at TL> i = 29 3)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
2.1 =0.9769 -0.0693 2.7581 -0.7274 -0.1450 0.6753
2.2
-.9549 -.0736 2.3041 -.6530 -.0979 .5m
2-3 -.9355 -.08U3 1.9228 -.5m -.0642 .3725
2.4
-.9m -.0876 1.5s99 -.~l -.04CCI .2772
2.5 -.SQS -.0930 1.3245 -.4862 -.@&J3 .WW
2.6
-.W --- l.oeal -.4443 -.00993 .15215
2.7 -.8764 -.1026 .88* -.4074
-.oo@5 .IXL50
2.8 -.%50 -.I.068 .7a55 -.3748 .o@65 .08u61
2.9 -.* -.W .5517 -.3458
-.8448
.01CQ6 .05706











.09725 -.257’2 .01789 .00693
5.4 -.8I25 -.123e0 .01395 -.24o2 .01631 .Oc@l
5.5
-.W7 --- -.06037 -.2248 .01841 -.00361
5.6
-.7993 -.=7’= -.12687 -.W .0M28 -.a%96
5.7 -.7932 -.12%7 ~:.865; -.1979 .01-/’98 -.oog40
5.8 -.7875
-w@ -.1%1 .01757





-.33203 -.1654 .01653 -.01307
1.1 -.7720 -.~3260
-.373-45 -.1562 .01595 -.01349
1.2 -.7673 -.1333 -.40716 -,ti78 .01534
-.7628
-.01365
!.3 -.1339 -.43B6 -.1399 .01473 -.01362
).4





1.6 -.7’504 -.13513 -.52010 -.ng7
-.7’466
.o12g4 -.01277
~.7 -.13538 -.54229 -.u38 ::37 -.01233
1.8
-.7429 -.13556 +;% -.lw -.OUE%
~.9 -.7394 -.13568 -.1.033 .ol12g -.01135
j.O
--7359 -.13574 -.59791 -.09852 .01078 -.o1o83
j.2
-.7’294 -.13581 -.6274.4 -.08986 .0C9828 -.CW1778
i.4 -.7233 -.13566 -.652M -.08221 :Zti: -.008745
j.









%ultiply values by P/P2.










































































































































































































































































‘~tiply tire” by (P/~)2.
‘Mdtiply VFLhlM by (-1)‘(p/Pi)2.
.—. .—— .__. .. . . .. . _____





TrimE4.- CommXmm IN CORRECTIONPoR
[
(% - W)p “ “,(%)(%pq + ~2(’5)(b3’’2’) +
.7
S2EcIFIcHEAT AT coN2TAm V-mJME
‘1.2~2) - “12~3)(’3~22](b@)2


































































































































































































































T (atv1T2) (.::5) (at ri~~=;= z> 3) (a:;rd (a;;T5) (at Ti;; = 2, 3)
(a)
1.80 0.6651 -0.039 -16.@3 0.3695 0.1548 -4.8512
1.85 .6293 -.067 -15.009 .34’02 .K?@
1.90
-4.2452









-u.g& .qw .0555 -2.9103






2.3 .4193 -..139 -8.@o :%$ .COp -1:4885
2.4
.3902 -.136 -7.141 .1626 .001.1
2.5
-1.2151
.3651 -.130 -6.367 .ti60 -.@X% -1.0034
2.6 .3432 -.123
-5.703 .1320 -.0C47 -.8301
2.7 .3241 -.IJ6 -5.130 -.W50 -.6938
2.8 .3073
--m h. 632 := -.mS6




-.093 -3.815 .09307 -.0C%7
3.1 .2674














-.059 -2.458 .0%00 -.CC517 -.201.02
3.6 .2240
-.053 --2.265 .06222 -.00482 -.17548










4.1 .l$@ -.031 -1.537 .cMi13
4.2
-.03339 --- \

















-.996 .03745 -.ccm8 -.04678







5.0 -.0031 -.%6 .03370 -.00176 -.0390





;:: .1571 .0101 -.5282 .02ti -.00U6 -.01832
5.8 .1541 .0134 -.4571 .02657 -.00I.02 -.01501
6.0 .151.4 .0165 -.3941 .02524
-.m -.OI.231
—— –—— —.-. .— —._ _
—-—. -——— . . . ..-.
38 NACA ‘I!N,Y2T2
TABLE4.-COEFFICIEWl!SIN CORRECTTONRX/SPECH’ICHEATM? CONSTANTVOLUME- Concluded
’12 “ ‘1f ‘1.2‘
-T (a? ..J (.?7’5) (at Tf, 1=2,3) (at Tr4 @Aw2:3) (at Ti, i = 2, 3)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
6.5 o.I.1+58 0.02?6 -0.2653 0.022’h -0.000682
.1414
-o.c07494
.0270 -.1674 .02020 -.om535 -.@Y1501
E .1378 .0303 -.0915 .0U338 -.CXW* -.002598




.0156 .01558 -.om306 -.0W68
9.0 .13C4 .0361
.0539 .01449 -.w0263 -.00CXM4
9.5 .xx% .0374 .0850 .01354 ---
10.0 .1270 .0383
.000299
.W .01270 -.oc02@ .W0519





13 .12ti .04m .1945 .c0928 -.0WU8 .003796
14 .I@2 .0402 .2078 .00851 -.0001Q2 .000753
15 .1179 .0403 .2173 .(X)786 -mow .w0698
16 .U67 .CA’03 .2239 .oo~o -.01N078 .00@40
17 .IJ57 .0401 .2X3+ .C05al -.cHxm69 .00C583
18 .U47 .0399 .23ti .cx%38 -.cKOca
19 .IL39 .0396
.WI0530
.2333 .0Q%9 -.W5 .c00481
20 .1131 .0393 .2343 .00565 -.oOo@o .M0437
22 .IJ16 .0385 .2345
.Wx7 -.cQo@2 .CX)0363
24 . U03 .0376 .2330 .OcMO -. CMXKW5 .000303
26 .lqa .0367 .23c% .CH)420 -.000031 .000256
28 .loeo .0357 .2276 .00386 -.0c!c027
50 .1070 .0348
.om218
.2243 .00357 -.CKKXX14 .000187







-@99 .198!3 .00224 -.ocOrn@. .@xKY726jO
.W37 .0285 .191.4 .CQ1$9 -.oocw8a .WX@54
50 .09638 .0264 .171Y+ .m161 -.oa!0060 .aIo0362
70 .09419 .0246 .I&/5 .IW1346 -.axK!44 .0000248






m .14* .Oociw -.occw20 .0000102
X3 .07778 .0150 ‘ .I.040 .000389 -.000c0c42 .W#oolal
m .07165 .0124 .0855 .-9 -.ocwoo17 .~
m .06745 .0107 .0743 .000169 -.0000w08 .00Qooo31
alhltiplyvaluesby b2/V. ~





——. —_ _ — .—.—..
39
w 5.- CoEFFIcImm IN CORRECTIONFOR SPKZFTC HEATAT mmrml’ Pm9slJRE
= cI’(T~(p/P,)+ [&J’(T>)(_~~2) + c12’ti2)- cl.2’@)(%2/%2j_j(p/P,)j
c=
T (atc1T2) (Eit%T~) (at TiY .; = 2> 3) (s,) (a[j.~) (at TL:; = 2> 3)
a (b) (d)
3.15 22,1.86 -7.24 X 107 147,907 -2.76 x d
.20 2,959.9 -2.304 x 106 14,799 -4.542 x 107
.25 845.1 -2.91 x @ 3,3M.4 J!. CYAX d
.30 356.88 -72,550 1,189.6 -6.956 X ti




-5,761.6 1~. 284 -28,452










-957.8 ~.3~2 864.4 +723.4
:; 20.6131 220.5 -736.2 27.4E!M 545.0 -1,155.8
.89 17.9419 I.@. 3
.85

















L.Q3 1. O.5513 49.5 -222.3 lo.cb489 67.2
1.IQ
-1~. 3
9.7074 41.0 -18J3.8 8.8249 51.1
1.15 8.9798 +.= -163.35
-139.6
1.20 8.3470 28.93 -141.59




7.7922 24.64 -123.50 6.2337 24.26 -70.55







6.4~ 15.867 -W.577 ?:EO
1.45
1,. f+,
6.uWO 13.%2 -75.208 4.2262
-$:%5
10.338
1.50 5.8I22 12.165 -67. w
-32.026
3.~48 8.5c9 -26. E1
l





-53 .%5 3.2905 5.869 -18.928
1.65 5.CQ63
1.70 4.W74






-39.751’ 2.6319 3.489 -11.678
%~tiply values by b$.
b~wtip~ vahes by (b/J)2.
c~tip~ VdlleS by (-1)i (bi/V)2.
titipl.y =h18S by P/P2.
‘MlltiplyValus by
f~tip~ vdum by :$’~;i)i 2.
—..—.. ... . . _________ __
.- —__





























































































































































bwtipw VdlES by (~/V)2-
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T (J T2) (a;)T~)(at Ti?~=;= z>3) (a~~~T2)(at;3) (at ~i~ul= 2,3)
(a) (f)
6.5 0.8319 -0:$3; 1.1709“ 0.3280 -0.015453 0.020784
.7579 1.1.264 .lo@ -.o1297 .017170








.5920 -.3071 .@57 .06965 -.007758 .oc8&39
9.0 .5498 -.2%22 .Wo .c%lo9 -.036598 .oa5997
9.5 .5123 -.2776 .7229 .05393 -.005638 .oo5448
loo .47&3 -.2630 .6389 .04788 -.004837 .oc4183
D. .4214 -.2367 .4&)4 .03831 -.(x)3615 .oo2311
12 .3740 -.2125 .3363 .am -.(X)2744 .mlo67
13 .3342 -.1w6 .2070 .02571 -.oo2XQ
14 .3004
.oc0241
-.1711 .C917 .02145 -.oo1646 -.000306

















-.0892 -.3821 .008520 -.aX4467 -.00U7$Q







26 .lam -.0435 -.6336
-.oom926
.003922 -.OCK)I-441 -.oo1o170
28 .0859 -.0327 -.6901 .oo3c67 -.-95
30
-.0009381





.0241 .0081 -.8837 .o@03 -.mxQ28 -.oo@ol
’45 .O@ .ox% -.9227 .CH)0188 .ocKno68 -.om4578
50 -.W59 .0256 -.g488 -.000079 .00001.10 -.0CX)3787











-.0510 .Q302 -.9784 -.0w67 .wxX&? -.oMm78
100 -.0564 .0523
-.* -.000564 .ocQoo785 -.000c9424










%ltiply valuesby (P/P.y .
fwtiply values by (-1) i (F/Pi)2.
—.—- .—___ ..__ _ ~—— — -.— —.’—— —— ——.. .—.-
ITmm6. -~cd wmwmcfmmuruuwmvumm ~ vA131mw mwmYz-2uTRATm 7





































































































uma 6.- umn~ w axmxum2mH ID2mAh9vAmm Tolu41AAs vmlE2w2mcmT-mlAT 2Km7 -COnHmM1
(m) ~mn of mlq—wpmlen t mrretim8, 2p(p - l)du(q + (p - 1W)(T2) - @nEluMl
%Mlply a mtriM IW b2p tu obtalm cdm’uoticm
I
Tmm6.-~mcwcrucm mxmML-w7ArJm TJ FM14fsvdDJmoF QnJmu!-6aAr Bxm 7 -tiw
b) C=rfi’limts d pmcsm’e-dl,
[
‘=redfam, # HP - 1W(72) + (f’ - l)%CO 72)d
%m@ly all ultrhl b-j * b &kin CmTccti.,
-. .
IT.mu 6.- mmmzm cm cWcKmK3Fmf - V.ALJEam EmIrum VNJ.E9 w smzmIoa2u F.Am3 7 -ccnmluAul
(b) Ccafff~ of ~m —depdant Cm.rmumo, 7-1
E@
(P - 1)B(1)(T2) + (P - 1)23(2)(,2] - Cmcl@d.
%uiPw d-l e*iM by * to Ob&d!J c~m.
Tmm’T.-~m Gm21mmw mx2~vALI.Eslo 2E4L4MYAu129 cwmmmJPIc ExP~ WEmmIim a
(a) mefRwmtO or dalEl&—@md8nt -tilcm, 7%(0)(74 + ~(~ - l)B@)(Te) + (# - 1)%(2)(72)
‘t= a
m ,
%hltiply all dxiss by b@ ta Obtmin Comectim.
72
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!wBIx8,-~wco2mcmm TK24 mi4boA2vmE3 To F3ALdA3 vAummmv-5mmf n


































































































!Lux2 8,- mEmm15E w@m2EImm JFzxmP.uPoMmIm2 5TJEEM4M vdLm9w2wQvrLw13x a - czmtiud






































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE9.- VALUESOF bO IN VARIOUSUNITS AS A FUNCTIONOF r.
I b.
‘0’AId/g-m” ICU’’’D--




















; :.~ 100.329 L 607u
107.493 1.72186
4:5 114.990 1.84196





























































al Amagat = Ilensity of gas at 1 atm and 273.16° K. It is here
assumed that PV/RT = 1.000 under these conditions;multiply tabu-




TABLE lo. - VAIIUESOF GAS CONSTANT R IN VARIOUS UNITS
P v T R
a~ cm5/mole % 82.0567 atm cm~/mole OK
kg/cm2 cm3/mole ‘K @t.7852 (kg/cm2)cm5/mol_e%
barsa ~m3/mole OK 85.1440 bars cm~/mole %
mmHg cm5/mole % 62363.1 (mm Hg)cm5/mole %
atm l/mole % 0.0820X atm l/rook %
kg/cm2 l/mole % 0.0847809 (kg/cm2) l/mole %
mm Hg I/mole OK 62.3613 (mmHg) I/mole OK
atm CU ft/(lb) mok % 0.~02~1 aim tuft/mole OR
ItmlHg cu ft/(lb) mole OR @.9%mmHg tuft/mole OR
a106 dynes/cuF.
. . . ..—. __ ..._ .—.. .—.
————-—- — - —.— -— —— --- .— —...—— . . ..—
TAEm I. L- ILmwJD-Jom3 ccmTA?lm Foa AFPROXIMVEFITrrm OF VIRIAI! UAW FOR
olmmFsoF TwoAHolmE21mmJIEa
q u Mama 12.




TABLE 12. - FORCE CONSTJUKE3 FROM VISCOSITY DATA
AND SECOND VIRIAL comcma
6/k, OK ro, A
Gas Tc ~c/~2
viscosity
second virial E!-econd virlal
coefficient W3cosity c- fficient ,-
Neon No 35.7 35.7 1.244 2.80 2.74 L 56
Argon A 124.o 119.75 L 240 3.418 3.41 1.50
Nitrogen N2 gl.46 95.05 1.351 3.681 3.70 1.42
Oxygen 02 U3.2 117.5 1.341 3.433 3.58 1.37 -
carbon mnoxiae co 1.1o.3 95.33 1.* 3.590 3.65 1.50
~itri,cacid HO llg. 131 1.43 3.470 3.17 1.25
Wthane CH4 136.5 148.2 1.339 3.822 3.82 1.41
carbon ILLoxide C* 190 m 1.606 3.* 4.49 .99
Nitrous oxide N@ Z?O 189 1.514 3.879 4.59 1.(x2
Av. seven gases 1.320 * o.@ 1.43 * 0.07










1,6– O C2H4 ~ N2
A C2ti6 A N2 O
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Figure 2.- Parsmeter Vc~z versus PcVcEITc for various substances.
———... —- . .. . ____
— . . —.—
——-.—— ——.——
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PCVc/RTc
Figure 3.- Parameter B2/C at Tc versus PcVe/RTc for various sub-
stances. Circles represent values based on prel~ary cluster param-
eters for PVT data away from critical temperature; curve is based
















q Preliminary pommehw values
I O Improved values based in part— on oritical condition
•1
1.0 1,2-’ 1.4 1.6 1,8 2.0
(’Tc/=2)(w’4) ~
Flgare 4.- Parameter (~3/E2) (b3fi2)1/2 versus (kl’c/E2)(b2/VC) f.r vari-
OUE substances.
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Figure 5.- Parameter (e5/e2) (%@3) 1/2 Verew Vc/bp for various ..b-
stances. Circles represent parameter values based in part on B2/C
requirement for classical critical condition.
,.,
NACA -Lmglcy Field, Vn. .
